
Moon Mountain Sanctuary inspired the creation of Infinity sculpture 

 

C: 70 Philanthropists Ron and Lynn Scott (left), sculptor Finn Cossar, Cr Joe Natoli and Cr Maria Suarez 

C: 70 Sculptor Finn and Infinity with other sculptures and brumby care facilities in the 

background of stunning Sanctuary. 

 

Lynn and Ron Scott of Moon Mountain Sanctuary on the outskirts of Eumundi has a well 

established reputation as a leading light in the large-scale sculpture scene in Australia 

with an enviable private collection from renowned artists having their works already on 

display across the magnificent property overlooked by Mt Cooroy.   

Moon Mountain Sanctuary on the outskirts of Eumundi proudly hosted an installation 

event recently to embrace the talents of emerging local sculptor Finn Cossar.  

Finn’s latest inspiring and thought-provoking work aptly named Infinity is by far his 

largest scale creation to date. Lynn and Ron ‘s backing for the sculpture project will 

further assist Finn to be recognized for his “extraordinary artistic talent”.  Finn said, “the 



flow of the surrounding land and the powerful presence of Moon Mountain (Mt Cooroy) 

inspired the creation of Infinity. 

“We were delighted to have shared Finn’s latest work now on display at Moon 

Mountain Sanctuary with local dignitaries including Sunshine Coast Councillors Maria 

Suarez and Joe Natoli, along with luminaries from across the Australian sculpture and 

artistic community,” said Ron. 

“As much as we feel privileged and get immense personal pleasure from being 

surrounded by so many wonderful sculptures within the 45-acre Sanctuary every day, 

we also want to ensure we are helping to develop and share the inspired visions from 

talented people such as Finn Cossar on a far broader scale, when they so rightly deserve 

their place in the sun locally and nationally,” said Lynn.       

“With a background spanning decades in small business and industry, the Scott’s life on 

Sanctuary has been to bring together like-minded individuals to collaborate and work 

together for the 

common good and 

advancement of all 

involved. We seek 

now to use that 

experience and those 

skills to head start 

the recognition of 

amazing works of 

artisans and crafts 

people from across 

the Sunshine Coast 

and Australia,” said 

Ron. 

The event also saw 

the coming together 

of a number of other 

local Sunshine Coast patrons of the arts and local business people and professionals 

who share the passion that Lynn and Ron Scott live by, to promote and encourage 

talented local artists in their craft and grow the arts reputation on the Coast and 

nationally. 

 


